FusionHD™
Version 6.5

KBPORT™ RECORDING & DEBRIEFING
ETC FusionHD™
ETC FusionHD™ makes it easy to capture the data of Gaumard®,
Laerdal™, Simulaids, and CAE™ manikins live, in real-time,
without the need to import files after. ETC Fusion HD™ is a
web-based recorder with live video streaming and instantaneous
debriefing from anywhere.
The newly redesigned ETC FusionHD™ interface is easy to
manage and navigate. Collapsible menus and expandable video
inputs make the interface customizable to user preferences. The
redesigned file library allows for easy navigation through saved
videos. ETC FusionHD™ records in high-definition, resulting in
crisp images for detailed video debriefing.

Extend the power of your ETC
FusionHD™ recording and
debriefing system with our new,
Version 6.5 Expansion Modules*.

Features
Version 6.5

From the biometric data collection of BioFusion™ to the streamlined
debriefing capability of Fusion Power Search™, Version 6.5 Expansion
Modules take simulation-based education to a new level.

BioFusion™
BioFusion™ collects physiological data, from devices measuring it, and
displays that data in real time. Flags and events are tagged for changes
in biometric data allowing educators to know exactly where a learner
needs to improve their focus. KbPort™ will work with you to capture and
measure the biometric data that you choose.
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Fusion Kiosk™
Protect the privacy of your learners and prepare them for evolving
technology in hospital settings using KbPort™ Fusion Kiosk™. Fusion Kiosk™
provides educators the choice of seven different authentication methods
in which a student can log into a session.
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Fusion Tracker™

Remote Access

Identify Key Simulation Subjects

Remotely Internet Accessible

Educators are now able to name,
search, and follow faces and objects
included in the prepackaged medical
object library for the most efficient,
targeted debriefing.

FusionHD™ Version 6.5 is Internet
accessible, remotely, so educators
can access videos to review and
grade from anywhere.

Refined User Interface
Fusion Dashboard
Version 6.5 presents a newly designed
icon-based splash page for quick access to
recording, playback, WorkFlow™ and other
KbPort™ features and services.

Control Center
Admins can now manage and view the
status of all devices on their network. The
new device import feature makes it easy for
installation teams to import new devices with
their specified settings.

Fusion Power Search™

Image Search

FusionHD™ Version 6.5 Fusion Power Search™
features an extensive image searching toolkit
from a prepackaged medical object library.

Facial Recognition
Quickly and easily find videos containing
specific users by facial recognition, allowing for
the most efficient video debriefing available.

KbPort™ is proud to launch our
most advanced recording and
debriefing system yet.
PalmSecure® is a registered trademark of Fujitsu.

Simulate,
educate,
improve.
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